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About This Game

Hello gamer this game is for you

JAG is a game that can be played with limited weapons, where everyone is in the
center of the platform.The overall aim of our game is to daily battles between active
players and the player who scored the highest score per week.The game player does

not have a number score ending at his own volition during playing.However, the
game will continue to evolve over time. It is an online game and each room is for 20

people.The logic of the game is to destroy the enemies with simple and limited
movements.Therefore movements like bounce are not available.The game is created

as a simple fun. It's hard to play and aim.
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 KIZILARSLAN

 Levity Game

-More weapons;

-More game modes;

-More items and various other content that will bring more fun into the game.

the army is testing the A.I it creates for the upcoming new world war.A top is setup
on another planet to fight robots.Robots with the highest score are sent to the world

to fight.

Everyone is your enemy.
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Title: JUST a Game
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Early Access
Developer:
KIZILARSLAN, GOKSU
Publisher:
Levity Game
Release Date: 25 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 , 8 , 8.1 , 10 / 32-bit

Processor: 1.8 GHz Dual-Core 32-bit CP

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX11 Compatible GPU with 1gb Video RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 650 MB available space

English
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Excellent VR game! For those of you afraid of "just another bow and arrow game", have NO FEAR! It's actually quite the
contrary. Lord of the Stack has made sure there are elements of exploration, varying creatures (smaller trolls, overbearing crazy-
big giant enemies, etc), levels where you have to jump on different moving planks in burning hot lava (Mario-like), magic
portals, and stunning visuals and excellent physics and game-play throughout.

Honestly - there is a lot to this game that I didn't even get to and it looks like more is being added as we speak. EXCELLENT
BUY for only $10 (really, IT'S A STEAL). Honestly, for all the hours that had to be put into this game, it really could be priced
higher because it's excellent quality and has great depth. I'm likely going to buy another copy for one of my friends (after
Christmas) just because I want to support the developers bc I know it's a rough gig out there and I really appreciate you guys
making these quality VR games.

Side note - everytime I lost to a wave of goblins and got transported to the throne room to fight inside the castle - holy smokes
those goblins made me scream because it is so freaking intense when you get over-taken!! I LOVE IT!!. Do not buy this game.
It is unstable. It loads on my computer, asks me to pick a landing site, and then to pick a crew. As soon as you pick a crew it
shows you a rotating picture of Mars and freezes up. I tried rebooting and running the game again and it happened again. After
three tries I gave up. Never even got to play the game. Waste of $5.00!. Although the digital arbook for Immortal Redneck is
high enough quality - I consider this purchase to be a donation of sorts in hopes of future (paid) DLC. I'm totally hooked on
this game. It really surprised me. Brings back feelings of Neon Chrome and all the fun I had grinding through.

While Immortal Redneck doesn't break a whole lot of ground - it is an absolutely outstanding FPS roguelite title with tons of
content and replayability.. If you wanna play a game where a lesbian inexplicably kidnaps a child, this is the game for you!
The very badly written game. Don't play this game. Also, Nashville doesn't have a dry heat.. Hot damn that was a nice 20
hours! Looking forward to the updates planned for the future. A couple of quality of life changes and the game would be
practically flawless.
10\/10 would HopFrog again.

. A wholly unique game that i have the hardest time figuring the genre of, but alot of fun nonetheless. Really shines with a
partner, but its a hectic ride either way!. You literally just get the tiles shown in the picture. Unless that just happens to be
EXACTLY what you're looking for, I wouldn't recommend it.. Fun game based off of a nice gimmick. This wont keep you
playing for a while, but its a nice concept and could have been better with some story elements similar to Shenmue for
dreamcast \/ Xbox.. Just don't.. Less than two hours of gameplay and no replay value...not worth it at any price!
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It is a deck building game like slay the spire.

I am not sure if i like this game. I like card games but at this point there is too many that doesn't feel right.
I know the devs are reading the feedback so i put the things i think should be changed. Hopefully this is getting better but for
now i cannot recommend this game even if i want to like it.

- can't skip chapter dialog
- "Shield of Pride" too expensive. maybe 3 Mana
- discarding cards back to battledeck seems pointless
- update cost with reosurces are too expensive \/ or too few resources
- the events feel too punishing (loosing cards is not fun at all)
- renewing cards with 20 health is too expensive on health (maybe reduce the cost to 15 health instead)
- most of the cards are feeling pointless
- what is the point of having an end boss in chapter 4 when your progress literly doesn't matter (cards \/ upgrades \/ health).
Awesome couch-party-game! A good variety of maps and a lot of options for adapting the game after your preferences..
Weirdly engrossing. It's got a very relaxing vibe that I can see remembering fondly down the line.. Do NOT get this expansion.
While it add a hell lot of gameplay interesting gameplay mechanic, such as raising kid and the way of life ( i love way of life
tbh) the abilities to edit or create your own strategy as well as edit specialties , the option to abdicate and allowing the ai to take
over (i assume since i can't really get the game working for me), the ability to have private elite troop to take into battle and
bypassing the 100k cap , along to what i assume is the option to transfer troop to another city. It also will guarantees to break a
metric \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 load of thing, well graphic side that is. One problem that keep popping up for me is how
utterally slow the game run at, and b4 you comment "oh its probably cuz you dont have enough ram\/cpu\/gpu\/blahblah, i have
an i7 7800 with a 1050 ti and 32gp of ram, more than enough to run this game on max setting. Another common problem i ran
into often is that i keep constantly crashing the moment i loaded a save and with no other way that i know of to fix that , i keep
having to start a new game all over. The ui system doesn't really improve much from the base game, if anything its even worse,
since click and exiting out of menu take so much longer, and if you play a single session long enough, you start to notice when
you zoom out that there are white patches to where the mountain\/valley\/city should be. Hell one game i somehow manage to
make it so that the back ground detail wont load even after i go back to an earlier save forcing me to play with white patches of
background everywhere.

To sumerize ? While the mechanic they added into this expansion pack truly enhance the game to a whole new other level
literally in some case, i feel as if some of them should've been present in the base game already. But the amount of graphical
error i have encounter, really turn me off. Sadly i can't get a refund for this expansion pack (sorry i mean 'puk') cuz i have spend
way to much time trying to get it to work :s. tl;dr dont get it if you can't stand game breaking graphic bugs, if you dont care
about it cool, more power to you. Bad and buggy.
Save your money
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